THE ULTIMATE HAZMAT 3PL

AIR HAZMAT

OCEAN HAZMAT

ROAD HAZMAT

(888) 219 4544
info@dgdhazmat.com
DGD HAZMAT is an industry leader in the management and safe transportation of hazardous materials via Air Ocean and road. As your Ultimate Hazmat 3PL we conduct business with an array of large corporate entities that control major market presence, both internationally and domestically. Providing you the expertise and know how to get any job done. We combine services and provide you the know-how and solutions to get things done.

Hazmat Documents    Checklists    Repacking    Training    Compliance

Nationwide LTL    Nationwide FTL    Expedited    Warehousing    Dry Ice

(888) 219 4544                  info@dgdhazmat.com
DGD HAZMAT provides one stop shop approach for all your hazardous material transportation needs. DGD HAZMAT specializes in dangerous goods domestic transport nationwide for FTL, LTL and expedited hazmat shipments, as well as hazmat documentation, repacking, consultation, training, warehousing, local Drayage and Last Mile Delivery. We are your Ultimate Hazmat 3PL.
Facilities includes 100’s of loading docks to ship and receive hazmat product daily. Secure, inventory-controlled warehouse facilities segregate food, non-food and drug products.

Operating over two million square feet of production and distribution centers, DGD Hazmat plants operate around the clock, five days a week and distribute products across the nation, seven days a week.

Our facilities allow us to understand the unique requirements of your organization. We listen, learn and provide solutions.

Reliability, Visibility, Cost Reduction, Compliance and On-Time
YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR HAZMAT COMPLIANCE, TRANSPORTATION & WAREHOUSING

Hazmat Documents
For Air, Ocean and Road we can provide you mobile documentation solutions that will get you compliant and your shipment accepted at the airline, ocean carrier or on a truck for immediate delivery. Hazmat Documents at your doorstep!

Repacking
For air, ocean and road we provide mobile Repacking we can handle all your complex hazmat repacking requirements. Providing compliance for any shipment and service at your doorstep.

Warehousing
Our network of warehousing solutions can provide efficient solutions for a complex and regulated products. Our network will supply you with local permits and federal permits to meet requirements while reducing your companies exposure as well as handling.

Nationwide Overland Services
DGD Hazmat combines asset based trucking with blended brokerage to offer the complete 3PL Services, LTL, FTL, Expedited, Last Mile Delivery, TSA, TWIC Approved Carrier, Container Drayage and Intermodal services. One source for it all.
DGD Hazmat can optimize freight expenditures, resulting in a reduction of transportation costs.

Our on-time delivery percentage exceeds 98% even when complying with the most market-critical shipment demands.

Supplemental services offered such as claims handling, allow you, the shipper, to improve control over the transportation function without adding new employees.

DGD Hazmat optimizes loads and modes, those concerned with sustainability will recognize a greener transportation landscape.

DGD Hazmat Services are scalable, the prudent shipper can be lean in an uncertain economy, with the ability to grow quickly as the market recovers.

DGD Hazmat is responsible and we have the expertise to maintain compliance with local rules and regulations in a global environment.
DGD Hazmat has trusted partners across the country. This enables us to provide our clients any service, any time, anywhere. Whether you need Warehousing, Trucking, or Inland Brokerage, you can count on DGD. DGD Transport is the Ultimate Asset Based 3PL.

Give us a call or email us today to experience first hand our first class service.
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DGD Hazmat can optimize freight expenditures, resulting in a reduction of transportation costs. Our on-time delivery percentage exceeds 98% even when complying with the most market-critical shipment demands. Supplemental services offered such as claims handling, allow you, the shipper, to improve control over the transportation function without adding new employees.

DGD Hazmat optimizes loads and modes, those concerned with sustainability will recognize a greener transportation landscape. DGD Hazmat Services are scalable, the prudent shipper can be lean in an uncertain economy, with the ability to grow quickly as the market recovers. DGD Hazmat is responsible and we have the expertise to maintain compliance with local rules and regulations in a global environment.

DGD Hazmat can ship rail freight door to door across almost all of the United States, Canada, and Mexico. Mostly run 53 foot high cube containers, also have 40 foot and 45 foot. We can dedicate trucks to your needs. We have an extensive network of intermodal carriers who supply competitive rates. 24/7 up to the minute tracking on all rail containers.

DGD HAZMAT INTERMODAL

- DGD Hazmat can ship rail freight door to door across almost all of the United States, Canada, and Mexico.
- Mostly run 53 foot high cube containers, also have 40 foot and 45 foot.
- We can dedicate trucks to your needs.
- We have an extensive network of intermodal carriers who supply competitive rates.
- 24/7 up to the minute tracking on all rail containers.

Intermodal
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HAZMAT TRAINING

- **IATA Initial Training and Personnel Development Course.**
  3-Day Course covering all IATA Regulations and Function Specific requirements.

- **IATA Recurring Training and Personnel Development Course**
  2- Day Recurring Training covering briefly all IATA Regulations and updating all new addenda from prior training courses as well as recurring function specific training on all new regulations.

- **IMDG Initial Training and Personnel Development Course**
  2- Day Initial Training of Maritime Regulations as well as function training on specific operational products shipped.

- **IMDG Recurring Training and Personnel Development Course**
  1 Day Recurring Training briefly covering IMDG Regulations concentrating on Updates and Function specific operational products shipped.

Training
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HAZMAT REPACKING

HAZMAT REPACKING AT YOUR DOORSTEP. WE COME TO YOU!

- **Professionalism**: Looks more like a package directly from the manufacturer
- **Protection**: Virtually eliminate shipping damage
- **Versatile packaging solutions** with different box sizes
  Fast efficient service same day
- **Convenient Solutions** with labor costs included

UN Code for Fiberboard Box (4G) and Variable inner-container material and configuration (V)

Solids or inner Packagings

State/country authorizing mark

United Nations Packing Symbol

Packing Group tested and max. gross mass (kg)

Last two digits of the year of manufacture

Manufacturer certifying package
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HAZMAT DOCS

DGD Hazmat is fully mobile providing hazmat documentation for air, ocean and road at your doorstep. Eliminate the hassle of worrying about compliance, liability and potentially making a mistake. Our specialists are trained, accredited and handle a variety of hazmat shipments daily.

We are available for classification, documentation and repacking all at the click of a button and with same day response times. Before you can transport a shipment you need to be compliant and we are here for you to not only comply but get your shipment accepted and on to the next stop! Track a DG Specialist to your doorstep and seamlessly complete your hazmat tasks with ease!